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Report on the Magnetic and Electromagnetic Surveys
North Rankin Nickel Mines Limited 

Hardy Township - Parry Sound Mining Division 
Province of Ontario

Summary

Three zones of electrical conductivity were outlined, two of which 

are of interest and they are located near the periphery of the Hardy 

norite intrusive complex. These two zones are designated as E-2 

and E-3. E-3 is associated with magnetic activity and E-2 is de 

void of any appreciable magnetic activity. Anomaly E-3 coincides 

with known disseminated mineralization in norite.

T.ie magnitude of the above anomalies are very low and conductivity 

characteristics are poor, indicative of disseminated type mineralization, 

shear zones or a poor conductive zone at depth.

Nickel bearing sulphides in the massive form in norite character 

istically occur at the contact. Since the Hardy Township intrusive body 

is thought to be funnel shape, then the most promising area to search 

for such deposits is the contact area.

In. review of the past exploratory work conducted on the Hardy norite 

complex, the contact area has not been tested. 

Conclusions and Recommendations

The fact that the anomalies outlined could represent concentrated 

mineralization at depth and at the norite-sedixnent contact, diamond 

drilling is definitely warranted to investigate this possibility.
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It is recommended that at least one diamond drill hole be bored 

to investigate each of the anomalies E-2 and E-3.

Total drill footage required would be in the order of 1000 to 1200 

feet. 

Property

This acreage held under option by North Rankin Nickel Mines 

Limited consists of six (6) unpatented and unsurveyed mining claims 

in the Township of Hardy in Parry Sound Mining Division of the Prov 

ince of Ontario.

Hardy Township is a subdivided one, consequently a surveyed de 

scription of individual claims is as follows.

Claim No. Surveyed Description 

PS - 5913 S| Lot 23 , Range 8 

PS - 5914 N| Lot 23, Range 7 

PS - 5915 N| Lot 24 , Range 7 

PS - 5916 S| Lot 24 , Range 8 

PS - 6030 N| Lot 25 , Range 7 

PS - 6031 S| Lot 25, Range 8

The above claims exclude the standard 400 foot surface right reserv 

ations around lakes and rivers and summer resort locations.

The area of the optioned acreage totals about 300 acres , of which 200 

acres are water claims.
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Access, Topography, etc.

A road leads north from Loring, Ontario, to the southwest arm 

of Memesagamesing Lake, a distance of about 5 miles. From this 

point, via the lake , it is about three miles to the centre of the sub 

ject acreage.

Loring is connected to Trout River by paved highway No. 522, a 

distance of about 50 miles.

Memesagamesing Lake is a resort area, and its shoreline is well 

wooded with spruce , pine and poplar. 

Geology

Regional - the dominant geological feature of the area is the pres 

ence of an oval shaped basic intrusive body, norite in composition. 

The major axis of the intrusive measures about 11 ,400 feet and 

strikes N40 e W, astronomic; the minor axis of the body measures 

about 4500 feet. The enclosing rocks are well bedded sedimentary 

types, consisting essentially of quartzite, greywacke and conglomer 

ate.

Diabase and pegmatite intrude both the norite and sedimentary 

rocks.

Property - the claim group covers the southeast segment of the 

norite intrusive and the contact area with the enclosing rocks. A 

N70 e W. striking diabase dike trends through claims PS -6030, 

PS - 5915 and PS - 5914. The contact of the norite with the enclos 

ing sedimentary rocks follows the outline of Memesagamesing Lake 

and lies several hundred feet inland.
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Economic Geology

On the Kelcey claim (PS - 447) which consists of the land portion 

of the Nj Lot 23, Range 8, sulphides as disseminations and massive 

pods occur in norite about 150 feet in from the contact. This claim 

lies immediately to the north of the subject claim PS - 5913.

The Kelcey occurrence has been explored by an open cut, a small 

shaft and two short drill holes. Continuing south along the ohore from 

the Kelcey pit and into claim PS - 5913, disseminated sulphide mineral 

ization is exposed along the shoreline, particularly when the depth of 

water in Memesagamesing Lake is low. Magnetite is associated with 

the sulphides and it could well be that the sulphides are confined to 

a magnetite rich layer in the norite body. 

History

Exploration work of any consequence consists solely of two drill 

holes. The first hole was drilled on claim PS - 5915, about 300 feet 

northwest of the mouth of Rainy Creek. The purpose of the hole was 

to investigate a magnetic anomaly and it was drilled to a depth of 500 

feet. The hole entered bedrock at 10 feet and cored in norite to a 

depth of 500 feet, from 47.0 to 500.0 feet, the formation was diabase. 

The diabase correlates with the magnetic linear, striking N70*W and 

shown on the plan of the survey which accompanies this report. 

Drill Hole No. 2 - this hole was drilled from a small promontory 

on claim PS - 5913 and into Memesagamesing Lake. The purpose of 

the hole was to investigate a reported sulphide occurrence under the 

lake waters near the lakeshore.
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The hole was drilled to a depth of 500 feet and it cored entirely 

in norite. Minor sulphide mineralization was intersected at the 

following footages: 124.0 - 127.0; 192.0 - 240.0; 294.0 296.0; 

365.0 - 494.0. Assays of the core from 483.0 to 494.0, a core 

length of 11.0 feet, returned 0.10 percent copper and 0.12 percent 

nickel.

The above exploratory work appears to represent the most sig 

nificant that was performed on this acreage , prior to its acquisition, 

by North Rankin Nickel Mines Ltd. 

Geophysical Surveys 

Magnetic Survey

The instrument used to carry out the survey was an MF-1 flux 

gate magnetometer, manufactured by Sharpe Instruments of Canada 

Limited.

This instrument measures the vertical component of the earth's 

magnetic field. It is a hand held instrument and needs only coarse 

levelling and no orientation. It is a direct read-out instrument, in 

gammas, and possesses six scales in ranges 1000, 3000, 10,000, 

30,000 and 100,000 gammas. Accuracy varies from - 0.5 to * l 

percent of full scale values.

The instrument is powered by 12 - l .5 volt flashlight batteries 

and current consumption is 50 milliamperes.

In the survey procedure readings are taken at stations of 50 and 

100 foot intervals along picket lines spaced at 400 foot intervals.
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Periodically , base stations are re-read in order to correct 

for instrument drift and diurnal variations.

On the enclosed plan, the established grid system is shown 

with the respective readings. To facilitate interpretation, isomag 

netic contour lines are shown. 

Electromagnetic Survey

This survey was pe-*ormed using the McPhar 1000/5000 cycle 

Vertical Loop Electromagnetic Unit. This survey equipment consists 

of a vertical transmitting coil, energized by an alternating current 

produced by a motor generator set and a pick-up or receiver coil.

In field procedure , the transmitting coil is set up in the central 

part of the area to be surveyed. The receiver is moved along traverse 

lines perpendicular to the assumed geologic strike. The plane of the 

transmitting coil is oriented for each observation so as to contain the 

point of observation. At the receiver unit, the angle of inclination of 

the resultant field, (the resultant of the primary and the induced second 

ary field of the buried conductor) is measured by means of the attached 

clinometer. This dip angle is measured in degrees from the horizontal.

A plot of the dip angles either as profiles or as readings with a 

positive or negative notation clearly indicate the trend of a conductor. 

Over barren ground the dip angles are practically zero. The approach 

to a conductor is marked by increasing dip angles which in turn decrease 

to zero directly above the conductor , and then increase , but in the opposite 

direction, beyond the conductor.
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Away from the conductor the dip angles return to zero again.

To survey the property , seven different transmitter locations 

were required. To facilitate interpretation, the axis of definite and 

indefinite conductors are indicated by a solid and broken line on the 

accompanying maps.

The serial number of the unit used to carry out the survey is 

3 - 6518.

Discussion of Geophysical Results 

Magnetic Survey

The background magnetic intensity over most of the property is 

in the order of 350 to 500 gammas.

The most conspicuous magnetic anomalies outlined are attributed 

to a diabase dike and to a magnetite rich layer in the norite.

The anomaly caused by the diabase trends through claims PS - 6030 , 

PS - 5915 and PS - 5914.

The anomaly due to a magnetite rich layer in norite follows closely 

the last contact of the norite with the enclosing rocks. The known sul 

phide mineralization appears to be localized along this horizon. 

Electromagnetic Survey

Three electromagnetic anomalies were outlined on the property. 

A. brief description of these is as follows.

Anomaly E-1 - this conductor lies outside the norite complex and in 

sedimentary rocks. It is short in length and exhibits poor conductivity 

characteristics. The anomaly strikes across magnetic trends indicating
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a superficial cause.

Anomaly E-2 - this anomaly is a low magnitude response and trends

in an east-west direction situated about 400 to 500 feet north of the south

contact in the norite body. There is no magnetic correlation with the

conductor and conductivity characteristics are poor.

Anomaly E-3 - this anomaly is poor to fair in magnitude and conductivity

characteristics are generally poor. The trace of the anomaly pretty well

follows the trend of the disseminated mineralization on surface. There

is good magnetic correlation with the conductor.

Respectfully submitted, 

M. E.M. CONSULTANTS LIMITED

MZ/ja Michael ZuroswrtCi , B.Se. , P.Eng.

Toronto, Ontario 
April Z7th. , 1967.
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